PC DRAM Contract Prices Stabilized in August and Will Likely Remain Steady in
September, Says TrendForce
2019-09-26 TrendForce
TrendForce reports that the average contract price of 8GB PC DRAM modules remained constant at US$25.5 in
August, showing no noticeable change from the previous month. Negotiations between DRAM suppliers and PC
OEMs over the September contracts are still ongoing, but most signs indicate that contract prices of mainstream
PC DRAM products will hold steady during the month.
The industry’s bit output growth in 2020 is projected to be the lowest in the recent decade as the major suppliers
have adjusted their capital expenditures to maintain profitability
Chinese memory makers will account for less than 3% of the total DRAM wafer starts in 2020; further
observations are required to understand their long-term effects on the global DRAM market
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